Folding Atomistic Proteins in Explicit Solvent Using Simulated Tempering.
Following a previous report on a coarse-grained protein model in implicit solvent, we applied simulated tempering (ST) with on-the-fly Helmholtz free energy (weight factors) determination to the folding or aggregation of seven proteins with the CHARMM, OPLS, and AMBER protein, and the SPC and TIP3P water force fields. For efficiency and reliability, we also performed replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations on the alanine di- and deca-peptide, and the dimer of the Aβ16-22 Alzheimer's fragment, and used experimental data and previous simulation results on the chignolin, beta3s, Trp-cage, and WW domain peptides of 10-37 amino acids. The sampling with ST is found to be more efficient than with REMD for a much lower CPU cost. Starting from unfolded or extended conformations, the WW domain and the Trp-cage peptide fold to their NMR structures with a backbone RMSD of 2.0 and 1 Å. Remarkably, the ST simulation explores transient non-native topologies for Trp-cage that have been rarely discussed by other simulations. Our ST simulations also show that the CHARMM22* force field has limitations in describing accurately the beta3s peptide. Taken together, these results open the door to the study of the configurations of single proteins, protein aggregates, and any molecular systems at atomic details in explicit solvent using a single normal CPU. They also demonstrate that our ST scheme can be used with any force field ranging from quantum mechanics to coarse-grain and atomistic.